Snap Schedule 365 provides the most complete and
flexible user experience across devices including smart
phones, tablets, laptops, and desktops. It runs in the
cloud and only requires a modern Web browser with an
Internet connection. iOS and Android apps are also
available for your mobile devices.

Schedule employees
anywhere, anytime,
on any device.

Built on Microsoft Azure cloud computing platform, Snap
Schedule 365 runs on a growing network of Microsoftmanaged datacenters which meet a broad range of
international and industry-specific compliance standards,
such as ISO 27001, HIPAA, FedRAMP, SOC 1, SOC 2
as well as country-specific standards including Australia
IRAP, UK G-Cloud and Singapore MTCS.
Visit www.SnapSchedule.com and try Snap Schedule 365
free for 30 days or sign up for a free one-on-one demo
with one of our product specialists.

Snap Schedule 365
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The engineering and software development professionals
now running Business Management Systems rocked the
small-business software world by winning five Microsoft
awards for software excellence over four years of constant
product enhancement.
This team’s software line spread over five continents
through a network of VARs. Intuit, IBM and Compaq
became business partners and allies. A CNN Town
Meeting broadcast described how their software and the
Internet empowered small businesses to succeed against
giants. The team’s SMB solutions were acquired by the
world’s largest software company, and continue to expand
to small businesses around the world.
From this heritage of development excellence Snap
Schedule and Business Appointment Manager were born.
No other company before or since has achieved those
recognitions for the development of practical and useful
business software.
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“We love the employee access portal, and all the reporting we can do. On
a corporate level we can view what our needs are easily, and can manage
time-off more simply.”
Tiffany T. Kim, Corporate Administrator, LaserAway

Get Scheduling Done Right.

KEY BENEFITS


From home to business, from
desktop to mobile device, you
and your employees have 24/7
access to schedule data. Rolebased access features put you
in complete control. Allow employees to access their schedules, request time off, bid on
open shifts, trade and pick up
shifts, punch in and out, update
availability, and more.
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No upfront costs. Pay as you
go with the flexibility to add
employees and scheduler
managers as needed. It fits
your budgets, your needs, and
your business plan. You get
enterprise-grade scheduling
tools with automatic updates
and technical support included in your subscription, and
more.
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Modern, responsive user interface reduces complexity and speeds up learning.



Context sensitive menus make it easy to add, edit,
and delete data records.



REDUCED LABOR COSTS AND OVERTIME.



COMPLIANCE WITH UNION RULES,
REGULATIONS, AND LABOR LAW.



IMPROVED WORK-LIFE BALANCE AND
EMPLOYEE RETENTION.



Color coded shifts, time off reasons, and staff positions make it easy to organize assignments and
identify shift patterns.



SCHEDULING AND EMPLOYEE INFORMATION
ALL IN ONE PLACE FOR COMPLETE REPORTING
AND ANALYSIS.



One click dialing and e-mailing of work schedules
put you in touch with your employees instantly.



Multi-view schedule planner provides you with easy
drag and drop scheduling and visual conflict alerts.



Schedule virtually an unlimited number of employees, shifts, time off requests, positions, and locations. Create rolling work schedules - from days to
years.



Easily specify when employees are available to work,
desired work hours, and labor law constraints.



Find the right employees based on position, skills,
availability, labor cost, work hour limits, seniority,
and other criteria.



See any over/under staff condition by position, skill,
or assignment reason.



Adjust the shift’s scheduled start and end time to
reflect the actual time worked and automatically
report the hours and costs. Add notes and reasons
to record or explain deviations.



Schedule breaks and tasks in each shift.



Specify how overtime pay is computed for work
hours in excess of certain hours per workday, certain
hours per work period, or a combination of both.



Specify shift premium pay as a fixed amount per
shift, a fixed amount per hour, a percentage of the
employee’s regular rate, or any combination.



View comprehensive reports in multiple categories.
Customize standard reports to fit your needs and
save them for future use.



Filter, sort, and group report data in thousands of
ways. Preview reports before printing.



Drill-down on embedded hyperlinks for more details
and make changes to the underlying data.



Built on Microsoft Azure cloud computing platform
for reliability, security, and scalability.



Snap Schedule 365 brings to
the cloud the legendary ease of
use and powerful scheduling
features you have come to expect in our popular Snap
Schedule software products. It
helps control costs and delivers
the tools to schedule the right
employee, in the right place, at
the right time.

LESS TIME SPENT ON SCHEDULING,
ATTENDANCE TRACKING AND ADMIN TASKS.

SOFTWARE THAT GROWS WITH YOUR
BUSINESS — NO MAINTENANCE REQUIRED.

Loved By
Employees.
With Snap Schedule 365’s mobile accessibility, your employees have
instant access to their schedules and a new tool on their mobile
devices. Your employees can access their schedules, request time off,
bid on open shifts, trade and pick up shifts, punch in/out, update
availability, find information, catch up with coworkers, and more, no
matter where they are.
You and your employees always know what’s going on. It’s simpler
than ever.

